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1 
Introduction 
 
The amount of audio files used in a video game can range from a few to 
thousands. One of the most important aspects of video game audio implementation is 
the designer’s ability to manage these files using the least amount of space as possible. 
A sound designer’s ability to efficiently deliver audio assets into a game by using a 
range of strategies has developed overtime in a way that still allows them to create a 
vast world of sound. Some of these strategies include using one sound (file) for multiple 
effects, using variations of multiple sounds together, hiding sound from a particular level 
or section in which that sound is not being used, and converting audio file formats and 
specs. Learning to implement these strategies requires knowledge in audio production, 
video games, and the technology related to these topics. 
I have studied these areas for the last few years, and will explore memory 
management for game audio over the coming months on a project being developed 
titled “Kiko.” I will be using all of the strategies listed to help reduce the amount of 
(audio) memory used in the game. Some of these strategies will be more effective than 
others. A sound designer can take away many important ideas learning about game 
audio memory management, allowing them to create sonically effective video games 
while using less space. The majority of memory in video games is given to larger, more 
consciously noticeable aspects to the average video game player such as graphics and 
programmable content like character movements. Therefore, audio is given the least 
amount of space out of all major areas of a game. 
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Technological Considerations 
 
Developing sound for video games is an intricate process that allows a game to 
blossom from a simple first-person shooter into a vast, immersive role-playing game 
developed by many talented specialists. There are a wide variety of tools and 
techniques used by music producers and sound designers that help them create 
(sonically) detailed video games with beautifully designed worlds. Programs such as 
Audiokinetic’s ​Wwise​ or Firelight Technologies’ ​FMOD​ are dedicated audio middleware, 
which designers use to implement music and other audio into game engines such as 
Unity​ or Epic Games’ ​Unreal​. Sound designers who use programs like ​Wwise​ can also 
effectively edit and mix music and audio in ways meant specifically for video games. 
This can occur after they record and edit music and audio in their conventional digital 
audio workstation (or ​DAW​) such as Avid’s ​Pro Tools​. Sound is then implemented 
directly into a game engine, making it easier than ever for a sound designer to focus on 
creative aspects. 
Video game music and audio production requires different strategies than 
traditional standalone music recordings or music and audio for film and television, 
although all are similar in many ways (Collins 88). Since video game music and audio 
are interactive, sound can be triggered, for example, by a player pressing a button, or 
by a character entering a specific area or level. This means that music and audio in 
games is not always linear, so it does not follow a strict timeline. Playback of specific 
sound needs to be randomized and triggered at specific times according to the 
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circumstances of the game (and how the developers design the game). This can make 
things intriguing and immersive for a player, but it makes the sound designer’s job 
require a unique approach to working with sound. 
 
The Role of Sound in Video Games 
 
Sound in video games has an important role which adds a lot to the user 
experience. Audio cues give a player hints which allow them to progress in a game, the 
specifics of which are up to the developers. Cues can range from a single sound effect 
to longer musical segments. Sound also provides instant feedback to players, helping 
them understand what they have done right or wrong. Additionally, music is a strong 
emotional motivator in video games, much like it is in film and television (Lovato). 
 
Production Process 
 
Game music and audio goes through a few stages of production, starting with 
pre-production which can involve creating an audio design document and collecting 
assets. An audio design document details the design and implementation of a game’s 
audio. This can include things like the general game type and/or genre, music to 
reference, and spotting specific audio cue point entrances and exits (when and where 
sound begins and ends). Assets can include music, dialogue, recorded sound effects 
and other audio samples (Collins 88). The next stage, the production stage, involves 
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recording and synthesizing music and audio. Producers may record dialogue, music, 
sound effects, and any other sound needed for the game (Collins 95). Finally, the 
post-production stage involves editing, mixing, mastering, and any other finishing 
touches (Collins 102). 
Throughout a game’s development, the audio team must always be aware of 
memory usage. They need to pay close attention to the maximum data usage limit 
prescribed by the entire development team at the beginning of the pre-production 
process. In​ Aaron Marks’ Complete Guide to Game Audio​, Marks says “Find out ahead 
of time what physical memory restrictions your audio will face and plan accordingly.” He 
then explains that “If 60 minutes of direct audio has to squeeze into 10 MB, you’ll 
probably have to down-sample, adjust the resolution, reduce to a single channel, and 
save them in a compressed format.” Marks says this is an ugly example, but gives an 
extreme idea of what a sound designer needs to keep in mind. Designers will focus on 
and implement the previously described techniques throughout the entire production 
process to ensure all music and audio remains present and essential to the game while 
still remaining under the maximum data limit.  
 
Using One Sound for Multiple Effects 
 
Sound has many different effects on a player in a game. One sound effect is 
often used for multiple applications (Audiokinetic.com). A knock on a door can also be 
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used for something like a thrown rock against wood. The ability to use one sound for 
multiple applications saves tons of memory in a game’s development. Additionally, this 
technique allows a sound designer to create and experiment with colorful new sounds. 
This form of audio data management starts early in the production process and provides 
the best opportunity to reduce memory usage in game audio development. 
There are a few reasons a sound designer is able to use one sound for multiple 
applications. Sound effects that already sound similar are the easiest example of this 
technique. The sound of rain can also be used for a waterfall, or a sink. A footstep 
sound can be used for other clicking or tapping effects. Some sound effects are often 
manipulated to create a new sound, or slightly different versions of an original sound 
effect. In ​Wwise’s ​101 lesson, one can find that just a single shotgun shell sound can be 
used to sound like a few with manipulation.  
The reason a sound designer can use one audio file for different effects is 
because the game engine will only save one instance of an audio file, even if it is 
copied, manipulated, or edited and used for a different event. If every single bullet shell, 
footstep, or breath used multiple audio files, there would not be enough space for other 
important aspects of a game, such as graphics or movements.  
 
Mixing and Editing 
 
Mixing and editing sound is a common practice in all forms of music and audio 
production. In music, a producer can use editing and mixing techniques to create unique 
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versions of their original recordings. These techniques are reproduced in game sound to 
add interesting textures, which simultaneously saves space. Editing refers to things like 
cutting, copying, and redistributing sound to create noticeable and unnoticeable 
changes. Editing does not typically refer to any sonic changes to the original recorded 
sound. Mixing refers to the sonic alteration of a recorded sound, such as filtering to 
change pitch, reverberation to add room sound, or distortion to create a louder, more 
aggressive sound effect. The terms mixing and editing are often used interchangeably, 
and rightfully so. These two practices are often done at the same time, and go 
hand-in-hand when working with sound.  
Editing happens often in video game audio development. Just a simple cut off the 
end of a short, one second sound effect can create a world of difference. The beginning 
of a sound can be cut as well, creating an even more interesting texture. As well as 
cutting the beginning and end of a sound, a designer can fade a sound in or out. In fact, 
an entire sound can be manipulated just using volume changes throughout the duration 
of the sound. All of these techniques can be used together as well, giving a sound 
designer the ability to change many aspects of a sound with nothing but simple tweaks. 
Mixing techniques range from quick and simple adjustments to long and 
complicated adjustments. One of the simplest forms of mixing a sound effect is to 
change its pitch. If a sound designer used the same instance of a footstep sound effect, 
a player would notice very quickly, and become easily distracted and irritated. If one 
footstep sound was used, but with multiple instances of the sound at higher and lower 
pitches, the repetitiveness would not be as noticeable. ​Wwise ​and other audio 
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middleware allow real-time randomization of aspects like pitch, and give the sound 
designer the ability to set a minimum and maximum value for them. This quick and 
simple adjustment creates much more opportunity for variation when trying to save 
space.  
Changing the volume level of a sound can add or take away a lot from it. For 
example, quiet gunshots sound further away than loud gunshots. This eliminates the 
need for importing an entirely new, quieter gunshot sound. In fact, any sound at a lower 
volume appears to be further away. To get the most out of volume changes, a sound 
designer will adjust the volume level of a sound in real time using automation. 
Reverberation, or reverb, occurs when a sound hits a surface which reflects back 
to a listener at varying times and amplitudes, creating a complex echo (Brooks). This 
effect is frequently used when mixing music. Reverb adds life to video game audio as 
well, as it can simulate what sounds like being in specific buildings, rooms, or areas. 
Adding a “reverb zone” to a specific level or area of a game sends all diegetic (in-game) 
audio through a reverb effect set up by a sound designer. This can save tons of 
memory, as re-recording dozens or more of the same individual sounds just to simulate 
a space could potentially use up twice as much memory. Individual sound effects are 
also adjusted with reverb. This effect allows sound designers to add room to things like 
walking in caves, water drops in sewers, or dialogue in large rooms.  
There are many other digital signal processors like reverberation, or reverb, 
which are used to change a sound. Delay takes an audio signal and keeps it in a 
temporary memory buffer, and plays it back at a later time as set by a sound designer 
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(Raman). Using delay effects provide much more opportunity to play with sound, and 
gives a mixer many parameters which they can use to be creative. One possible 
function of delay in game audio is adding variety to sounds of monsters or other fictional 
characters. Some other digital signal processors include distortion, phaser, and echo. 
All of these tools can be used to manipulate sound, giving a sound designer the ability 
to create unique versions of one original sound effect.  
Another common technique for mixing music and audio in any industry is 
automation. Automating sound changes certain aspects of it as prescribed by the mixer, 
in real time. Instead of lowering the overall pitch or volume of multiple footsteps to 
simulate a person walking away in a game, the same footstep sound effect can be 
automated to slowly lower the pitch or volume over time as the person walks away. Just 
about any parameter of sound can be automated, whether its pitch, volume, reverb, or 
any other digital signal processor. Programs like ​Ableton​ or ​Wwise​ make automation 
quick and easy as well, making it another great form of audio data management.  
Anyone in music or audio production can do a lot with a single sound. Mixers are 
constantly coming up with creative new ways to manipulate sound, and software 
companies are always developing new tools that allow sound designers to focus solely 
on the creative aspects of production. When one sound is used for so many functions in 
a game, the sound designer is ensuring a large chunk of memory will be saved for other 
aspects of the game. Although this process restricts sound designers in many ways, it 
allows them to be even more creative than they originally would’ve been as they figure 
out how to get more variation from just a single sound.  
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Variations of Multiple Sounds 
 
Using one audio file for multiple sound effects is naturally the most efficient way 
to save memory in game development. There are also other techniques a sound 
designer uses to manage memory in a creative way during the production stage. If one 
sound isn’t quite enough to get the job done, bits and pieces of multiple sounds put 
together in various ways is the next best option. Compiling and layering sounds are a 
couple of ways to approach this idea. 
 
Compiling Sound 
 
Similar to cutting and fading sound effects, a sound designer will also compile 
different sounds in an effort to create new and/or extended sounds. In ​Wwise’s​ 101 
course, an example of a shotgun shell bouncing on the ground a few times is used to 
teach this technique. A designer will first cut audio files in half, separating the initial hit 
of a shotgun shell and the few bounces afterwards. Next, the initial hits are randomized 
to be played after each time a player shoots their shotgun, followed by a random 
selection of the few bounces afterwards. Using audio middleware like ​Wwise​ or ​FMOD​, 
a designer has the ability to use randomization tools to further expand what limited 
audio files can do. Furthermore, pieces of different sounds can be compiled to start and 
end whenever a designer chooses, making it easy to use limited audio files to create 
lengthier sound effects.  
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Layering Sound 
 
Layering sound is a beneficial aspect of data management as well. In some 
forms of music production, especially electronic music, artists will layer drums or other 
instruments to create a unique sound. Two snare drums layered on top of one another 
provide much more color than a single snare drum. When designing sound effects for 
video games, one can use a variety of sounds they have already used in the game to 
create new, unique sounds. This can work especially well when creating original sound 
for things like mythical creatures or other fictional beings and aspects of a game. 
Instead of adding an entirely new audio file to a game, this layering technique can prove 
to save storage space while also providing even more interesting textures.  
 
Randomization in Game Environments 
 
Using previously mentioned randomization tools in programs such as ​Wwise, 
sound designers can randomize virtually any sound. In war games, bomb sound effects 
are randomized all over a map. In games that involve a lot of dialogue, phrases can be 
randomized in the background to simulate a real public place. During a scene with a lot 
of water, such as rain or waterfalls, sounds are randomized to resemble actual water 
sounds in reality. By doing this, sound designers create colorful soundscapes, but use 
minimum assets. The alternative would be creating a long clip of audio and looping it, 
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which would take up a lot of space, and possibly sound repetitive. Otherwise, creating 
multiple clips is effective sound-wise, but could take up even more space.  
 
Randomization in Music 
 
Similar to randomization tools for sound effects in ​Wwise,​ the program 
also provides randomization tools specifically for music. Music is organized sound, in 
time. If game developers were to place a long five minute (or more) recording of a music 
piece, on a loop, too much space would be used. Since almost all popular, and even 
game music, includes repeated parts in different sections, it's common to randomize 
different segments of music in a game. ​Wwise ​allows multiple music segments to be 
triggered as per the sound designer’s request, during a specific part of a game. In 
Wwise’s ​201 course, “Interactive Music,” one can learn this technique by triggering any 
one of several different eight-measure recordings of an instrument at the end of each 
segment. Additionally, the designer has the option to choose when specific segments 
are played, so if they want the piano harmony to play every other measure, they can do 
that easily. This means less audio assets than a long recording, which already has the 
same parts repeated multiple times. Using a longer recording would be an unnecessary 
waste of space, especially in games where the only music is background music, and not 
attempting to evoke or alter a player’s decisions.  
These are just some examples of how to save space using multiple sounds or 
audio files. Not only are these practices efficient in programs like ​Wwise​, but they still 
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allow creativity and unique approaches to be implemented. Working on sound in audio 
middleware gives sound designers many useful ways to reduce memory usage. 
 
 
Hiding Unused Sound 
 
Mixing and editing techniques provide the most creative opportunity to manage 
memory, but there are other ways that involve more technical work. Audiokinetic’s 
Wwise ​101 Course explains that many video games are based on different levels, and 
many of the sounds in those levels are unique to them. Since these sounds are only 
needed in specific parts of a game, they do not need to be loaded into memory, as they 
will use up too much. Since video games are interactive, this process is much easier 
than it would be with other media. 
Depending on how a game is designed, sound can be hidden throughout many 
different parts of a game. Cutscenes are an example of sound that only needs to be 
loaded in at a specific time. Any time a loading screen pops up, an opportunity to hide 
previous sound, and bring in new sound appears. In our technologically evolving world, 
many games are able to do this in real time when gameplay is in an open-world, 
meaning no loading screens, and no gaps in between cutscenes. Audio middleware and 
game engines give users the ability to program all of this while in a user-friendly 
environment. 
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In open-world games, one can imagine how this technique may be difficult. 
Developers use technology to ensure a game runs smoothly by hiding sounds based on 
time of day, geographical location, and distance between any other sound that is 
playing, all in real time. In a game such as Rockstar’s ​Red Dead Redemption 2, ​it is 
unlikely a game that large could possibly have thousands of audio assets and music 
samples present the entire time and still run smoothly. 
Hiding sound is not quite as effective as other forms of memory management, 
however it is simple and doesn’t affect any gameplay. Since audio files are still present 
in physical memory, this only allows for better processing from moment to moment 
during gameplay. This means space may still need to be allocated after this step. 
 
File Conversion 
 
File conversion is (sensibly) the last step in memory management for game audio 
development. This is because sound loses quality during this step, making it a less 
desirable technique. Although converting audio files saves tons of memory, it should not 
be a process that is taken lightly, and it needs to be carefully thought out beforehand. 
File conversion can exist in a few different forms, ranging from simple to extreme 
changes. 
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Format Conversion 
 
One of the simplest forms of file conversion is converting lossless audio files to a 
compressed format, such as changing WAV files to MP3 files. This alone reduces file 
sizes by up to 80%, sometimes more. When converting to MP3, the quality of audio is 
significantly reduced, as compressing sound to this extreme removes data. There are 
other forms of lossless audio files such as AIFF, FLAC, and ALAC. Converting any of 
these to MP3 or any other lossy format would result in the same extreme data loss. 
Many folks do not hear any change in quality between these formats, as the noticeability 
is entirely dependent on the speakers being used, and even a person’s hearing. 
Regardless, game sound is designed so players can hear the most accurate 
representation of what the developers originally intended, so having to compress files is 
sad, however, saves tremendous amounts of memory. 
 
Other Conversion Options 
 
In addition to completely converting an audio file to another format, sound 
designers will use some less extreme measures to change files in an effort to save 
space. Reducing the sample rate is one of these measures, which has a similar 
disadvantage as converting to compressed files. Sample rates determine the amount of 
times an original sound is sampled per second (Collins 186). Using a sample rate of 
44.1 kHz is standard for CD quality audio. The highest that most digital audio 
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workstations allow is 96 kHz. 48 kHz is common for current music streaming platforms. 
Down-sampling from any higher sample rate to lower sample rate is going to reduce the 
quality of audio, especially higher frequencies, but it will save even more space (Marks 
254). 
There are a few other ways to reduce audio data used in game development. If 
stereo channels are unnecessary, a designer should switch those channels to mono. 
Also, most audio programs allow users to change the overall resolution of the audio, 
which also results in quality loss when reduced. All of these types of file conversion 
approaches will work extremely well to reduce memory in a game, but they should 
always be the last steps in memory management. 
 
In Conclusion 
 
Streaming 
 
As technology advances, new forms of media develop, as well as new platforms 
for playing video games. PlayStation allows users to sign up for a service called 
PlayStation Now, ​which is a video game streaming service. Up until 2018, users had to 
stream full games to enjoy the service. Streaming all assets of a video game, such as 
audio, graphics, and programmable content, is a lot for an internet connection to handle 
in real time. Unfortunately, streaming games is difficult, especially on audio. When a 
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game engine looks for sound, there will usually be a delay while the audio file is located. 
Additionally, audio would be competing with graphics and other game aspects for 
bandwidth.  
Google launched a product in November 2019 called ​Stadia, ​which is a 
streaming platform for video games. The ​Stadia ​comes with a controller and a 
Chromecast ​which plugs into a television or monitor, allowing players to play games 
without consoles, for a much lower price. There is not much information about the 
quality of gaming on the ​Stadia​ yet, however some folks on internet blogs seem to have 
some issues, while Google states their device supports “gorgeous high resolution 
gameplay.” If video game streaming becomes the norm, memory management will be 
affected in some way, but it's hard to tell how. One would think smaller games would still 
stream faster and run better than larger games, although there is little to no evidence or 
research at this point.  
 
Physical Memory 
 
Physical memory limitations very much exist in consoles and computers, limiting 
the amount of games a player can keep on their storage device. With the introduction of 
external storage devices, gamers can expand the amount of games they have installed. 
The disadvantage of an external drive is the simple fact that a USB connection is not as 
solidified as an internal drive which is directly integrated into a motherboard. 
Additionally, external drives are relatively expensive in addition to purchasing a console, 
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and are still limited in how much space they have available. Consoles do not currently 
come with much internal storage space, which is why streaming could have been a 
great workaround for gamers who like to play many games, if the quality was better. 
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One require games to be installed directly onto their internal 
hard drives, even if a user has purchased a physical compact disc. This is to provide 
better overall quality in gaming, but eats up the limited memory on those internal drives. 
With rapid advances in technology, it will only be a matter of time before the next big 
discovery in computer memory. When this happens, game audio developers will be able 
to focus more on creative aspects, and less on memory management.  
 
New Consoles and the Future 
 
The PlayStation 5 (PS5) and Xbox Series X, which have promised to launch in 
the 2020 holiday season, already announced they will have almost twice as much 
available memory as their predecessors currently have. Not only that, but these next 
generation consoles will use Solid State Drives, or SSDs, which are much quicker than 
hard drives, provide a better gaming experience all around. Console games have been 
increasing in size since the release of the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, which tells us 
that game developers are taking advantage of the fact that gamers can now purchase 
external storage devices, and/or they are getting a headstart on how much memory they 
will get to work with for the new consoles. PS5 and Xbox Series X also announced they 
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will have an additional slot to add an extra SSD, which can allow at least an additional 
terabyte (TB) of memory, giving game developers a little more space to work with.  
Memory management for technology in any form is always going to affect how 
something is created, as well as how it is used. Over time, video game sound designers 
have adapted these techniques in an effort to allow games to focus on graphics and 
programmable content such as character movements and computer-controlled bots. 
While limiting the sonic aspects of what a sound designer can do, managing audio 
memory also adds additional time to development. Film and television sound designers 
use similar processes for production, however, have almost no need to practice memory 
management as graphics, programmable content, and randomization are not present 
(with the exception of animation in graphics). Many of the previously mentioned 
techniques are unique to video game development and have been implemented by 
countless creative minds for the past few dozen years. As time goes by, and new 
technologies arise, sound designers will continue to adapt to their memory limitations 
while providing vast, creative worlds of sound. 
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